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Introduction
• Hello, I am creating a cat escape deterrent mat for my front door, where my family and I almost always enter and leave 

the house. 

• Why I am making a cat escape deterrent mat is because my cats ALWAYS escape my house when anyone is trying to 
enter/leave the house. The cats try to slip thru our legs to go outside.

• I researched many designs for cat escape deterrents. There have been many approaches to preventing cat escapes.

• Some products use an automatic spray bottle that sprays water if the cats get near.

• Another deterrent used an electronic barrier collar system.

• One detterent was a plastic mat made of nubs that made the area around your door a no-go for cats

• Many designs focused on one specific thing cats dislike as a way to keep them away from the door

I considered improving these designs. I could modify these existing designs by making the barrier collar gentler by using 
vibration and using peppermint oil in the automatic sprayer. I could also use facial recognition for the autosprayer only 
shoots cats instead of humans. 

I decided that I could combine different aspects of deterrents to create a low-cost, safe, effective and long lasting soultion 
to my family's cat espape problem. 



Question/Problem And Predictions

• My primary research question was simple... What safely deters cats from leaving the house?

• I was not sure how the research was going to turn out, but I had heard from a few people that cats did not like tinfoil.

• I also thought that adding a scent that cats would not like would increase the effectiveness of a mat.

• Once I researched many ideas and products on how to keep cats from escaping, I realized that the individual ideas had 
not been combined. I could use safe things around the house or at low-cost to create a super safe cat escape deterrent...

Pause Paws!

Prediction

I think that if I can combine many of the deterrents used in separate products and design it to fit the doors, I can create a 
mat that truly keeps the cats from escaping. It is important the mat is safe for humans and cats.



Investigative Methods Or Procedure

These are the materials that I decided to use for my project:

• Multiple small but sturdy welcome mats.

• A layer of bubble wrap.

• About 8 ice cube trays.

• Shiny silver-backed wrapping paper.

• A bottle of peppermint oil.

• A giant roll of duct tape.



The Many Layers of Detterents
Paws Pause, Protoype 1-

I created a 1.5 foot by 3 foot mat.

This is how I put my cat escape deterrent mat together from the top all the way down to the base:

• Layer 1: A layer of shiny wrapping paper wrapped around the whole thing

• Layer 2: I attached the ice cube trays upside down to create nubs

• Layer 3: add a layer of bubble wrap to have more "give" to the mat. This will allow a sound of a crunch on the aluminum 
foil if the cats step on it. Cats don't like the sound of aluminum foil and this should help create that sound.

• Layer 4: I cut up welcome mats and taped them back together to make the spefic size mat I need to work for my house. I 
used this as a base for the cat escape deterrent that lasts long.

• I added duct tape to hold it all. I saturated the under-mat with peppermint oil and lastly sprinkled some peppermint oil 
on top of the aluminum foil.

• Paws Pause, Protoype 2

Changes

1) I expanded the mat an additional 6 inches by 1 foot. This additional size is to prevent cats jumping across the 

corners of the Mat.

2) I also replaced the ice cube trays with small, upside-down styrofoam cups. The cats kept finding the spaces 

without nubs. They even sat on the trays in 1 test. The new nubs should not allow cats to find a space to sit.

3) I added a 'human step" in the middle of the mat since it is so big it is now hard to step over. This area has no 

nubs (cups), so it is safe to step on for humans so they can cross the mat. Cats, once on in repetetive tests, 

when straight to the human step.



Door Configuration and Testing Methods

• The entry to my house has 2 doors, back-to-back. There is an outer door and a second, inner door. The inner door is a 
wooden door, and the outer door is a meatal door. I will do my tests with 2 set-ups. One set of tests will happen with the 
outer door being used to enter and exit the house as the inner door is always open. We often have our doors like this 
during good weather. I will also test entering and leaving the house with closing and opening both doors.

• For each of these setups, I will test repeatedly entering and leaving. To do the repeated entry tests, I will enter and leave
the house 6 times in a row, every 45 seconds. Another test I will do is to enter and leave the house intermittently, 6 
times, spaced out 1 hour apart.

• This will result in 4 tests.

• 1 Door Closed - Repetitive Entry

• 1 Door Closed - Intermittent Entry

• 2 Doors Closed - Repetitive Entry

• 2 Doors Closed - Intermittent Entry

• I will be measuring each of the 4 tests with certain “yes or no” questions.

• A) do the cats go on the mat? B) Do the cats escape?

• The real control for my tests has been our daily struggles of entering and leaving throughout my life without my mat. To 
truly test have a set of control test data, we did track escapes doing these same tests without the mat.



Results And Data Visualization
I used bar charts to show the results of my test, on the bottom I have the names of the cats. On the sides I have the numbers

of the times on the mat. I have a bar chart for all of the 8 tests. I have tested both prototypes 4 times each.



• The two different nub styles lead to different results

• First Nub style they were wiling to sit on once

• They immediately went to no-nub spots

• Cats tried jumping over the mat from corners but mostly don't want to step onto the mat

• Cats never, ever go on mat when we aren't entering or leaving

• Peppermint oil seems to works well to keep them off most of the time

• Peppermint smell declined over many days and you would have to replace it so that it keeps working.

• I learned during testing repetitive entry that the cats were willing to go onto the mat when they saw they could get out.

• There were no successful escapes during testing! This shows that the cats are being deterred!

• One of my results is that Penny tolerates stepping on the mat more than Lego.

Cats next to Pause Paws

Lego on the Left.

Penny on the Right



Discussion And Interpretation

I have learned many things from the results of my project. The first result that I am going to tell you is that various kinds of
nubs get different results. The nub that I tried first was ice cube trays and they were too flat and big so the cats would walk 
on them. The second kind of nub I tried was little paper cups upside down and they were smaller and not as flat as the ice 
cube trays, so the cats did not walk on them making them a better result.

I also learned that peppermint spray works well but you would have to replace it so that it keeps working. I learned during 
testing repetitive entry that the cats were willing to go onto the mat when they saw they could get out. However, the fact 
that there were no successful escapes shows that the cats don’t want to be near or on the mat.

Before the mat, the cats would escape sometimes but we had to work hard every time. We would have the rush in the 
door, and we often had to come into the house ready to catch a cat. With the mat, the cats don't wait right in front of the 
door because they don’t like the mat. When they do go onto the mat, they don’t like it and it makes them pause and all of 
this makes getting into and out of the house much easier.



Implications And Ideas For Future 
Research
My results show success, but If I could improve it with no limits I would, make it be able to fit under the door.

I made 2 protoypes. The second was expanded in size so that it could be used 2 ways. One way is with both doors 
closed and the other way was with 1 door open. If the mat could fit under the door, you would only need 1 configuration 
and the mat could be smalller.

I could also use very sturdy nubs on the "human step" so the cats won't go there but people can still step on the mat. I 
would also make the peppermint smell last longer by infusing items with the oil and placing them under the cup nubs

I can also improve my mat to better fit the shape of my doors and to make the cats even less likely to get to the door, but I 
did solve the problem. 

Why this is important to the world is becouse it problably takes many families a lot of effort to come and go from their 
homes while keeping their cats safe inside. It is dangerous for cats outside the home and people can be worried what 
would happen if they get out. Having Paws Pause not only makes it easier to go in and out of your house, it gives you the 
peace of mind knowing that your cats won't get into the dagerous outside world.
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Lab Notebook
• I used a chart to collect data for all my tests.

• These charts tracked the number of times on the mat and I would also track any escapes... but we had no escapes!

• Here is a sample of data collection:
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